PRESS RELEASE
eMODAT allows for mobile data
collection via BlackBerry 10
At the 'BlackBerry Experience Forum', Devacon GmbH
is presenting its flexible workflow management system
On occasion of the upcoming launch of BlackBerry 10, the
smartphone manufacturer is going on a world tour showcasing its
latest innovation in twelve international cities. Devacon GmbH is
participating as one of the selected partners in the events in San
Francisco, New York, London, Dubai, and Frankfurt am Main. On
display: its multilingual workflow management system eMODAT.
eMODAT adapts to a wide range of individual needs and
requirements concerning the creation of mobile forms and of
course it has been designed to run on BlackBerry 10. Forms and
question sets can be created via the PC browser and then sent to
the BlackBerry devices. Thanks to an automatic remote
synchronisation process, the mobile forms on the smartphones,
laptops, PCs and tablets are always up to date. On top of that,
eMODAT offers its users direct integration of the mobile forms
into any database – be it Oracle, MS SQL or SAP.
The application is controlled via user or group access,
implemented either locally or via Active Directory. Integrated user
management makes it possible to define roles and profiles with
different access rights to an excessive list of features and
functions.
Customers profit from the large number of possible applications.
In hospitals, for instance, eMODAT can be employed to
document and evaluate the strong points and the weak spots of
nursing quality. Furthermore, the forms solution plays to its
strengths when it comes to coordinating doctors’ ward rounds or
ordering medicine, food or supplies in general. Service reports
and the creation of inventories are an easy task with eMODAT,
too.
Field workers will be delighted by the facultative module 'Photos'.
It facilitates damage reports and documentation by offering the
possibility to file taken photos in a database and to display them
in the final report.
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→ Devacon is
presenting eMODAT at
the 'BlackBerry
Experience Forum'.
→ Flexible, web-based
data collection
software available for
BlackBerry 10.
→ Easy integration into
existing infrastructures
and any database
system.

PRESS RELEASE
The Devacon team is looking forward to swapping ideas with the
participants of the 'BlackBerry Experience Forum' and tell them
more about the state-of-the-art control concept of eMODAT. In
addition, trade visitors can take the opportunity during the show
to have customized solutions developed by the IT experts
according to their individual requirements.
For more information about Devacon GmbH, its services and
latest products please visit http://www.devacon.eu on the
Internet.
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About eMODAT:
eMODAT is a development of Devacon GmbH. Since 2006 the IT
experts from Ahrensfelde on the outskirts of Berlin have
specialized in designing mobile software solutions running on the
IT structure of BlackBerry. The flexible web-based data capturing
software adapts to the customers’ individual requirements
regarding the generation of mobile forms – it is even possible to
link different questions with customized functions and databasedriven blanks. OTA transmission of the collected data guarantees
users maximum flexibility and agility.
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